
 
 
                     

About the Client 

The Client is a tech start-up based in US. There are building a buyer-seller deal negotiator platform, 

especially for the pre-owned car market. 

 

Business Problem 

A dynamic tech start-up based in the US ventured into transforming the pre-owned car market with 

an innovative buyer-seller deal negotiator platform. Their existing rule-based negotiation engine, 

while functional, fell short in the complex realm of pricing negotiations. Traditional rule-based price 

discovery failed to account for the nuanced interplay between buyer and seller personas, leading to 

suboptimal deals and extended negotiation cycles. The challenge lay in devising an AI-driven solution 

that could harness data insights to forecast car prices accurately, streamline negotiations, and drive 

quicker deal closures. 

 

Solution: Crafting an AI-Powered Price Discovery Model 
 

Devising a robust solution demanded a multi-faceted approach: 

1. Persona-Centric Segmentation: The foundation was laid by segmenting data based on intricate 

buyer and seller personas. Factors such as demographics, age, gender, location, and ethnicity were 

meticulously dissected to unlock hidden patterns and correlations. 

 

2. Exploratory Data Analysis: Delving into historical buyer-seller deals through exploratory data 

analysis uncovered intricate deal dynamics and their alignment with persona traits. This insightful 

phase unveiled the nuances that would fuel the AI-powered model. 

 

3. AI-Driven Price Discovery: The core innovation emerged as an AI-powered price discovery model 

tailored for sellers. This model transcended traditional price setting by forecasting optimal prices in 

alignment with buyer-seller personas. Armed with this accurate price point, sellers could engage in 

negotiations armed with compelling pricing data. 

 

Outcome: Transformative Impact on Deal Closure 

The transition from rule-based to AI-powered price discovery wielded remarkable outcomes: 

1. Precision and Velocity: Previously, the rule-based approach left sellers grappling for optimal 

prices, prolonging negotiations. With AI in play, the forecasted price proved significantly closer to 

reality, slashing negotiation cycles and driving quicker deal closures. 

 



 
 
                     
2. Empowered Sellers: The AI-powered model empowered sellers with accurate pricing insights, 

instilling confidence during negotiations. This not only expedited deal closures but also enhanced 

seller-buyer trust. 

 

3. Buyer Satisfaction: Buyers benefited from well-calibrated prices, securing pre-owned cars at 

optimum values. This equilibrium led to enhanced buyer satisfaction and trust in the negotiation 

process. 

 

Technology Landscape: The Enablers of Transformation 
The technology orchestration underpinning this evolution included Python, Scikit-Learn, and 

TensorFlow for predictive analytics and modelling. The Flask framework facilitated seamless 

deployment of RESTful APIs, ensuring the real-time integration of the AI-powered price discovery 

into the negotiation platform. 

 

Conclusion: Driving Progress through AI-Infused Precision 
In the rapidly evolving landscape of pre-owned car negotiations, the convergence of AI-driven price 

discovery and buyer-seller personas has emerged as a game-changer. By replacing the traditional 

rule-based approach with an innovative AI-powered model, the client transcended the limitations of 

past strategies. This transformation hinged on a strategic blend of data segmentation, predictive 

analytics, and persona-based modeling, culminating in faster, more accurate, and satisfying deal 

closures. As the automotive industry continues to evolve, this pioneering approach stands as a 

testament to the transformative power of AI-driven innovation. 

 


